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Sound of music songs

(Pocket-lint) - This week the music sounds better with... The interview, in collaboration with Cambridge Audio, focuses on the British drums and bass duo Sigma, who have seen their last two releases on top of the UK charts. Cameron Edwards and Joe Lenzie have only been signed for the current label 3Beat Records for more than a year but have had great success with Nobody for Love and Change at
the time - the latter featuring Iman Paloma. We caught up with them to find out what music makes them tick, what they listen regularly and how they prefer to do so. And yes, they pick some of their own tracks. What is it? We of course listen to them ourselves. You can follow them on Twitter at @sigmahq. who are you? Sigma What do you do? Best Bluetooth and wireless speaker offer for Cyber Monday
2020 We are DJ/duo manufacturer. What are your top five tracks now? Sigma, Changing (VIP Remix feat Stylo G). G-Eazy, I Mean It's G-Eazy (cc) Rob Loud/Pemberton Music Festival Caribou, Can't Do Without You (Our Story &amp; Mano le Tough Remix). Stylo G, Call Mi a Leader. Sigma, Lighters. What are your favorite British bands and why? Jamiroquai - amazing vocals, timeless music and great
hats! What track makes you think of the summer? Duke of Dumont, I Got U. Duke Dumont (cc) William Sloan What track makes you think of winter? Frank Sinatra, New York, New York. When you listen to music anywhere, in a hotel room or so on, do you listen to music on a pair of loudspeakers or are you people-type headphones? We hear it on the noise we cancel the headphones. They sound great. If
you can have lunch with one band or singer (dead or alive) who will and why? Bob Marley. He is an inspirational character and his music always involves political messages, just like us. Since 1968 Cambridge Audio has been driven by simple beliefs; that music should always sound amazing. The original British-designed product is enjoyed around the world by people like you who share a love of music. The
company has a good reputation for innovation and every engineer is fanatic in their quest to deliver an authentic and enjoyable experience. When you hear a Cambridge Audio product, you don't just hear the difference, you feel it. It wants everyone to experience that pleasure. The Cambridge Audio Team is all music lovers, familiar and simple and wants to share that love. Because great things happen when
people love hi-fi music design! Writing by Rik Henderson. When Peter Bliss sat down, closing his eyes and listening to a song from the 4TB music library of 67,000 songs, he could almost see where the instrument was on stage, each guitar strum, every violin bowl stroke, every drum beat. Bliss, who audited insurance companies by day, is ready to admit he's an audiophile who spends thousands of dollars
on his passion and keeps his music in an unseen digital format, a growing trend among music recording quality is almost as important as the music itself, Bliss said. It's like Ferraris versus Volkswagens. You can get Beetle and it will take you from Point A to Point B. Some people won't do it in anything but Ferrari, etc. says, 'My 20-year-old beetle got me there.' Aficionados music practices so-called digital
music file formats without losses to keep albums in shape close to the artist's master recordings as possible. The trend also leads users to set up multiterabait storage systems for their music library. Music purists have long argued that analogue recordings on vinyl offer better sound quality than CDs or MP3s, but their loyalty in the face of change is often seen a little more than nostalgic bias over the past
decade where digital recordings come to dominate the music industry.Compressed vs. uncompressedAnd, while vinyl record sales have seen a significant uptick over the past decade, they still represent a fraction of the entire music sales. However, recently, audiophiles and high-profile musicians have been attracted towards playable parent quality music from hard drives. That has led to greater use of non-
lost file formats. Among users, the most popular file formats, or codecs, are still MP3 -- a compressed file format referred to as loss, which means the data is lost in translation from the original master to a compressed format. Analog audio is recorded by trying it 44,100 times per second, and then samples are used to rebuild audio signals when playing them back digitally. Files that aren't composed on CDs
for example, use 44.1KHz or 1,411Kbits of data per second (Kbps). In online music stores like iTunes, MP3 music files offer little rate up to 256Kbps. However, uncompressed audio files can take gigabait space on a hard disk. For example, a typical album of songs stored as a WAV file is not compressed taking up 640MB of space. Albums of similar songs in MP3 format can vary by size depending on the
quality that users choose during the ripping process, but in general it will take about 60MB. There are other formats that are not lost outside of WAV (which is short for Waveform Audio File Formats), including FLAC (Free Lossless Audio Codec), AIFF (Audio Exchange File Format) and Apple Lossless Audio Codec. These unseen file formats have gained popularity because they need less storage space
than WAV files, because they first compress data and then, like zip files, allow it to be opened and heard in originally uncompressed formats. Files without the highest resolution losses, for example, have bit rates that are 9,216Kbps, which is 36 times more data than MP3 files from iTunes offerings. This means that this new format, while still not lost, can save disk space while offering high loyalty music
playback. For example, an album that takes up 640MB of space in WAV format will take about 300MB in FLAC format. By music from a vinyl CD or album to an unseen file format, audiophile can also control digital audio file formats. For example, a non-lost audio format can contain not only encoded digital music, but also metadata about music and closing art. And, if the industry develops better codecs,
listeners can only convert original recordings that aren't compressed to new codecs while maintaining audio quality. I think the advantage is flexibility, says Dan Gravell, who wrote the Music Library Management Blog. By getting unseen files, you invest in maintaining your music collection in the future. It's undoubtedly the steam of trending rallies in recent years, he said. In terms of advantages without loss,
the main thing quoted is sound quality, and that may or may not be correct. On the other hand, the advantage of a loss file format is that they take about half of the data storage space on the hard disk. Major recording artists, such as Neil Young and Dave Grohl, lead singer of the foo Fighters group, have been publicly critical of compressed file formats and significant loss data, and therefore music quality,
users suffer, according to Gartner analyst Michael McGuire. This comes as much as from artists than labels looking to sell more copies of the same thing. It does differently when you compress it. It is a facsimile of what was originally created, McGuire said. Hi-def vs Low-defBy Young estimates, CDs can only offer about 15% of the data that is in the master soundtrack; When you compress that CD into a
loss-making MP3 or AAC file format, you lose more depth and recording quality. Therefor, McGuire says many young bands over the last 10 years or so have released albums in various formats. Young, in fact, created a self-conversion service digital-to-analogue (DAC) called Pono. Young has tweeted that the Cloud-based music service Pono, along with mobile digital-to-analogue pono players, will be
available in the summer. Young services will improve the quality, or sample rate, music from 44,100 times per second in CD (44.1KHz) to 192,000 times per second (192KHz), and will increase the depth slightly from 16-bit to 24-bit. In file format, there are many sampling rates (also known as sample frequencies); the higher the overfishing rate, the higher the sound quality, or the amount of data you can
hear. For example, as mentioned earlier, the uncompressed CD has a sampling rate of 44,100Hz (44.1KHz) with 16 bits of data per sample. The sample rate of digital files refers to the number of audio pictures offered at any time. Think of it like a high-definition movie, where more frames per second you have, the higher the quality. The slightest depth is similar to that of in pictures. The more bits are
available in the area, the higher the resolution. Audio recorded at the normal 16-bit depth rate has a lower resolution than recorded at a higher 24-bit depth of industry standard. Graves and others argue that human ears are not sensitive enough to distinguish the difference between MP3 files and unseen audio file formats. In fact, some blind tests have shown listeners can't tell the difference, Gravell said.
Hi-defDavid music store Chesky, who founded HDtracks.com, disagreed. Chesky, a three-time Composer, pianist and Grammy nominee, started a high-definition music site with his brother in 2008. A few hundred thousand people visit the site every month to buy music, Chesky said, adding and we scale out: millions of people in the world are audiophiles. It's just common sense that the higher the resolution
-- the more data it has in audio files -- the better the sound quality, Chesky said. It's not rocket science to see how much more information is in the file, Chesky said. We're like a 1080p high-definition television set next to a black 15 inches and white. We are for people who listen to music attentively. If you want to listen to music when you clear, we're not a service for you. David Chesky, co-founder of high-
loyalty digital music store HDtracks, listened to music on a vacuum tube amplifier. HDtracks sell songs and albums in various unseen file formats, along with art notes and page in downloading PDF files. The music comes in a variety of resolutions, or sample rates and bit depths -- from the quality of the CD to mastering downloads that take gigalites of capacity and, for obvious reasons, can be taxable
broadband or cellular connections. Non-lost files sold by HDtracks can have several different sample rates. For example, HDtracks sells files in a format that includes 96,000/24 bits (which refers to 96,000 sample-per-second files and 24-bit rates) and 192,000/24 premium formats. HDtracks charges a small premium for high-quality audio files. For example, The Carole King Tapestry's classic album sells for
$24.98 in a file format without high-quality losses of 192KHz/24bit. On iTunes, Tapestry went for $9.99. Other albums in the lower resolution format from HDtracks sell for the format $17.98.HDtracks allow users to choose between downloading music in AIFF, FLAC, ALAC and WAV formats. The site also recommends high-resolution player software such as JRiver, Pure Music, or Decibel Audio Player. The
software, which basically turns your desktop or laptop into a music server or digital-to-analogue converter, ensures there is no external noise during playback, providing a high-quality hearing experience, Chesky said. Bliss bought two to three albums a week from HDtracks, but he also ripped his own music from a wide collection of vinyl records using analog-to-digital (ADC). I cleared my record and the first
play got records. I loaded that on my server for convenience purposes, Bliss said. The most popular music server among audiophiles, according to Bliss, is Apple Mac Mini. Happiness owns two, and he has two hard drive where he keeps his music. Michael Gogesch's aficionado music stores all 938 of his albums in FLAC files; he got a 4TB network storage system that allowed him to access his music over
the Internet.Flexibility for futureGogesch, which is often an audio reader forum of Audioholics magazine, agreeing with Gravell that there is no clear difference in the audio quality between MP3 files, WAV files and FLAC files. For him it's all about flexibility. If the codec changes in the future, because I'm not missing, I can switch to whatever file format I want, just like if I just ripped it new, gogesch said. For
me, that's the biggest advantage. If I want to convert files to any other file type, I don't need to change it, and there is no loss of quality when I tear it up. Gravell said that because high-capsized hard drives have become so cheap, music aficionados and audiophiles have no doubt about buying terabytes of storage for their libraries. That said, the MP3 format is so wildly popular that it will likely remain a de
facto audio format for the foreseeable future. Apple's ITunes recently announced a one billion downloads. But musical aficionados like Gogesch say they won't touch iTunes because it's a source pig, which means it requires a CPU cycle to convert compressed files to play. So Gogesch uses a portable music player with a hard drive that gets more capacity for larger audio files without losses. On my
[smartphone], I used a lower bit rate because of broadband considerations. You can go through 2GB a month pretty quickly streaming music, says Gogesch. MP3 is the best way to lose quality audily, and if you stream it to [smartphone] you take another quality hit. Since everything I had in the FLAC, when it went to my phone, and low-quality MP3, I only took one quality hit. GroundHowever streaming
profits, mainstream music listeners are also quickly moving away from storing their own albums, and instead signing up for online streaming music services such as Spotify and Mog as well as online radio services such as Pandora, which offers higher quality than MP3, from 64,000 to 192,000 sample rate formats. But as analyst Gartner McGuire points out, just because music starts in high-definition format,
if the wireless connection loses bandwidth, the song probably won't finish its way in the same way. McGuire said some assumptions are being made by many West Coast journalists that Internet connection is always available. But he points out that only during the walk to work he could not continue maintaining a 3G Internet connection that was to hear music services. Just as music services capture, the
rather new high-definition file format captures the attention of audiophiles. The format, called Direct-Stream Digital (DSD), was created by Sony and Philips for use with Super Audio CDs (SACDs). DSD uses a sample rate of 2.8224MHz or 64 times that of a 44.1KHz CD. The trend is lost, says Gravell. The history of the music industry is almost like a history of different formats that you can afford to buy
music below. At every turn, the music industry seems to be trying to re-patronage our same music, but under different formats. Imagining the evolution of the music retail business, he said, I can't help but think the future of upsell marketing from the likes of iTunes would be: 'Download this album in very high quality, such format and like that.' Lucas Mearian covers the storage, disaster recovery and business
continuity, financial services infrastructure and healthcare IT for Computerworld. Follow Lucas on Twitter @lucasmearian, or subscribe to Lucas RSS feeds. His email address was lmearian@computerworld.com.See more by Lucas Mearian in Computerworld.com. Copyright and © IDG 2013, Inc.
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